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$50,000 May Be Bitcoin Next Stop vs. Rising
Base Around $20,000

Some Rhyming With the Past Points Toward $50,000

Performance: Bloomberg Galaxy Cypto Index (BGCI)
December +18%, 2020 +280%
Bitcoin December +50%, 2020: +305%
(Bloomberg Intelligence) -- Crypto assets in 2021 are initially
about the diminishing prospects for Bitcoin to revisit old
highs around $20,000 vs. the increasing potential of staying
a bullish course toward $50,000 and a market cap of about
$1 trillion, the way we see it. Increasing regulation is part of
maturation and is more likely to enhance the digital-gold
attributes of Bitcoin vs. the other 8,000-or-so so-called
cryptocurrencies, most of which are someone's project
and/or liability. Bitcoin has crossed the Rubicon into the
mainstream and still appears in early days of price-discovery.
A primary difference from 2017 is reputation risks seem to
have shifted against the naysayers. Key threats are glitches in
the technology or a risk-off swoon like the one in 1Q20.

Bitcoin $50,000 Resistance
One Bridge at a Time: Bitcoin Stays on the March Toward
$50,000. Bitcoin appears to be continuing a pattern of price
discovery at the onset of 2021, which may require an unlikely
and substantial negative surprise to revisit $20,000 support.
Testing resistance around $50,000 would be a pretty tame
move for the year after a cut in supply, if past results are a
guide. Institutional bids appear to be on the rise.
$1 Trillion Bitcoin Market Cap a Key Hurdle. The wave of
institutional and broad adoption of Bitcoin appears to have
turned into a tsunami, hastening its path toward the next key
resistance level around $50,000, in our view. This year
follows a cut in supply (halving), which has a history of
leading to strong price appreciation. In the previous posthalving years, Bitcoin's price advanced 55x in 2013 and 17x in
2017. Our graphic depicts a market cap around $1 trillion with
a price just above $50,000, which would be less than 2x the
2020 closing price around $29,000.
Maturation and rising market cap are the most obvious
differences this time around, but diminishing supply
juxtaposed with increasing demand and adoption may tilt
probabilities toward a multi-factor gain in 2021.
|

Bitcoin's Upper Hand vs. Crypto Market. The Securities
and Exchange Commission's December enforcement action
against Ripple Labs, synonymous with the XRP token,
indicates the risks facing much of the crypto market and the
advantages of Bitcoin, in our view. Like gold, the benchmark
crypto is no one's project or liability and has been adopted
organically on a global scale. Bitcoin is well on the way to
becoming a digital version of gold. Our graphic depicts the
outperformance trend of the first-born crypto vs. the
Bloomberg Galaxy Crypto Index (BGCI). We see little to
reverse this upward trajectory, notably until Bitcoin reaches
an apex in what we see as the early days of its pricediscovery stage.
XRP was removed from the BGCI in December.
Crypto Market Is Following Bitcoin
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Is Bitcoin Running Too Hot? Bull markets are supposed to
get overextended, and we see Bitcoin in the early days of the
next phase of its price-discovery process. The first-born
crypto appears in a similar stretched condition as in May
2017, when the price initially reached about $2,800, around
double the previous peak and its 20-week moving average.
Our graphic shows Bitcoin stretching about 2x above this
mean at the start of 2021. Around $38,000 would be roughly
2x above the closing basis peak from 2017. So, what's
different this time that may limit a correction to the one-third
pullback in 2017, which bottomed around the 20-week
moving average and $1,800 on the way to almost $20,000?

Bitcoin/Dow 1x Similar to 0.1x at 2017 Start

Price Extension Is Akin to Early Days 2017
Limiting to 900 new Bitcoins a day until 2024 compared with
1,800 since 2016 may nudge price favor toward the crypto
and Bitcoin's 260-day volatility declining in the direction of
the 1-to-1 threshold vs. the Dow Jones Industrial Average.

We suspect more of a time correction is likely as Bitcoin may
have entered a paradigm shift of mass adoption on a global
scale.

Supply, Volatility Give Bitcoin Edge Over Equities. Annual
volatility on Bitcoin recovering from the lowest ever vs. the
S&P 500 Index indicates the Bitcoin-to-S&P 500 price ratio
has plenty of potential to extend above the old 7x peak, if
history is a guide. The previous low in Bitcoin 260-day
volatility relative to the stock index was about 2.6x in 2016,
when the Bitcoin-to-S&P 500 ratio was around 0.2x. In 2017,
the price ratio topped 7x, roughly coincident with volatility
peaking just above 13x. Bitcoin annual volatility almost the
same as the world's most significant stock index toward the
end of 2020 is a testament to the rapid maturation of the
nascent digital version of gold.
Bitcoin/S&P 500 Ratio Breaking Above 2017 Peak

Bitcoin Advantage vs. Equities
Volatility Says Bitcoin-to-Dow's 1x Resistance May Head
for 10x. The lowest-ever Bitcoin annual volatility measure vs.
the stock market at the start of 2021 indicates the crypto's
performance advantage is enduring, if earlier patterns hold
sway. Bitcoin supply and volatility have been declining as
those factors increase in the stock market.

Bitcoin Price May Add Another Zero Against the Dow.
Bitcoin's annual volatility appears to be recovering from
reaching a new low vs. the stock market, which portends the
crypto's performance advantage in 2021, if past patterns
repeat. Our graphic depicts a prime indicator for the Bitcointo-Dow price ratio to extend beyond 1-to-1: Annual volatility
on the crypto has dropped to the lowest ever vs. the index.
The last time this measure of relative volatility bottomed from
a new low was in 2016, just prior to the ratio breaching the
old high around 0.1x. Just above 1x now, rhyme risks tilt favor
toward ratio appreciation.

If volatility is an indication, risks lean toward the Bitcoin price
resuming its upward trajectory vs. equity prices.
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Investor Bitcoin Inflows - Gold Outflows

Digital Gold? Bitcoin May be Better
Bitcoin Ready to Continue Attracting the Old-Guard Gold
Bugs. Fund flows and volatility are evidence that more
traditional gold investors are increasingly diversifying
allocations toward Bitcoin. Price-discovery potential appears
to favor the digital version of gold that is more portable,
transactable and transparent in a world rapidly going digital.
We view Bitcoin and gold as portfolio companions.
Bitcoin/Gold 10x Similar to 1x at 2017 Start. Bitcoin
appears to have breached 10x resistance vs. the per-ounce
price of gold, and if past volatility patterns repeat, 100x may
be the next key resistance. Our graphic depicts Bitcoin 260day volatility potentially bottoming from an all-time low vs.
the same gold measure, akin to the start of 2017. The
volatility ratio trough at about 2.3x three years ago coincided
with the Bitcoin-to-gold price ratio jumping to 15x at the end
of 2017 from 1x.
Bitcoin Price May Add Another Zero Against Gold

In dollar terms, GBTC at just above $19 billion is approaching
10% of the roughly $220 billion tracking-gold ETFs on Jan. 6.
At the start of 2020, the GBTC market cap was closer to 1% of
gold. There are other products tracking Bitcoin, but GBTC is
by far the largest.

Favorable Bitcoin Demand vs. Supply
Bitcoin 2021 ETFs? More QE, Rising Demand, Declining
Supply. Mainstream adoption vs. declining supply and
seemingly unstoppable quantitative easing on a global scale
are primary underpinnings for Bitcoin in 2021, in our view.
Strong inflows in the Grayscale Bitcoin Trust, the go-to for
more traditional investment accounts, may be a precursor for
U.S. exchange traded funds.

Rhyme risks are quite elevated, particularly with Bitcoin
supply dropping and fund flows increasing vs. gold.
Funds Show Rising Bitcoin's Upper Hand vs. Gold.
Increasing flows into Bitcoin products that trade on regulated
exchanges vs. outflows in gold may reflect more enduring
potential for a rising price of the crypto. Our graphic depicts
flows into the Grayscale Bitcoin Trust (GBTC) accelerating as
they decline in total known ETF holdings of gold. At about
570,000 Bitcoins, GBTC is reaching record highs, while gold
ETFs have dropped to about 107 million ounces from the
October peak just above 111 million.

A Rising Tide and Maturing Bitcoin: GBTC. Rapidly rising
Bitcoin accumulation and the declining premium of the
Grayscale Bitcoin Trust (GBTC) are primary indicators of
maturation into the mainstream for the benchmark crypto.
Our graphic depicts the lowest 200-day moving average of
the GBTC premium of around 18% at the start of 2021.
Juxtaposed with a market cap of about 570,000 Bitcoins, this
single investment vehicle shows a rising tide supporting the
crypto's price. GBTC accounted for about 3% of total Bitcoins
mined at the start of 2021 compared with roughly 1% a year
ago.
Declining GBTC Premium, Increasing Market Depth
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At the start of 2017, the 200-day average of the GTBC
premium was about 60%. GBTC is the primary vehicle for
Bitcoin exposure in traditional investment accounts, a good
proxy for demand and a likely precursor for U.S.-based
exchange-traded funds, which should increase Bitcoin
demand.

Performance as of

9AM NY, January 7

Tightening Bitcoin Supply vs. Quantitative Easing
Moving beyond risk of failure, Bitcoin may be a revolutionary
asset in the early days of price-discovery at a unique time in
history. Unless favorable technical, fundamental,
macroeconomic and micro trends reverse, the benchmark
crypto is likely to continue appreciating. Our graphic depicts
the annual Bitcoin supply declining to about 1% in 2024, the
next year it will be cut in half, from just below 2% in 2021.
Rapidly rising G4 central-bank balance sheets as a
percentage of GDP provide favorable macroeconomic
underpinnings for Bitcoin in a world increasingly going
digital.
Favorable Bitcoin Demand, Supply, Macro & Micro

The hash rate is the amount of processing power on the
Bitcoin blockchain. The clear move from the lower left to the
upper right indicates the relative robustness of the network.

Sorted by 1-yr % change
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{CRYP} Page on the Bloomberg Terminal

(9AM NY, January 7)
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Market Access data on BI COMD

(9am NY, January 7)
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